DMR Trenchers
25 Years of Custom Trenchers

DMR BCS 739 HYDRAULIC TRENCHER
Adaptability that makes Your job
easier:
 Variable Speed Cutting Blade
 Forward & Reverse Cutting Blade
Drive
 Multiple Cutting Blade Options

Hydraulic Cutting Blade Drive.
cushions the impact of hard
objects on the drive train. Potentially, adding years of life to
your trencher. The hydraulic
drive eliminates the need for
the secondary transmission.

 Convenient Upgrades and Features
 Flexible Payment Terms
 TD Bank—BCS Financing Available
to qualifying customers.

DMR-BCS
Hydro Model

Articulating Trenching Arm.
“Turn on a Dime” maneuverability. The articulating joint acts
like a pivot behind your tractor;
providing ‘figure 8’ flexibility.
Allowing installers to weave in &
out of flower beds easily, keeping the wire in line every curve.

739

66 x 26

Variable Speed Cutting Blade.
On-the-spot adaptability. No one
else has it. This exclusive feature allows for finesse in installation with a variety/variable
ground conditions. Smooth
installation no matter what

Handle Bar Flip Forward

50 x 26

obstacles you encounter.

Wheel Extensions 2.5" ea

Upgrade

Wheel Weights (66#)

Upgrade

Honda GX340 11HP
Honda GX390 13HP

Standard
Inquire

Differential Wheel Drive

Standard

Wheel Size 5x10

Standard

PowerSafe Hydro-Clutch

Standard

Dimensions
Operational L x W

Forward and Reverse Cutting
Blade Drive. Simply flip the
lever and temporarily reverse
the blade direction! Reverse
blade drive is best in hard
ground with roots/rocks etc;
this anchors the trencher leaving the wire at the bottom of the
trench and eliminates run-away
tendency. Respectively, forward
drive gives the cleanest trench
and is best in soft ground conditions. Quickly eliminate any
debris build up (leaves, sticks
etc) by simply flipping the lever,
temporarily reversing the blade
direction.
Compact Design. Loads of
Power, fits into small spaces.
Heavy Duty; light weight design.
Appx 370#.

Transition from woods to sod to
gravel to hard clay your trencher
can adapt on the spot.

DMR BCS 739 Hyrdro. Featuring BCS PowerSafe® Hydraulic
Clutch. & New in 2015 Parking
Brake.This is a highly tuned
DMR Hybrid.
After years of R & D, DMR has
combined our advanced wire
feeder design with the flexibility
of a hydraulic cutting blade
drive. Our design utilizes the
strengths of BCS tractor while
leveraging our custom upgrades
like the pivoting trenching arm.
We manufacture to the highest
standards; we warranty most
DMR parts for 2 yrs.
Service/ Warranty
Peace of mind when you need
service. BCS America has nationwide network of service/repair shops. Visit BCS
America.com to find an authorized service center. Ask us and
we will locate one for you.

DMR Custom Design Features and Options

Phone: 800-838-9909
Local:845-279-8648
E-mail: dmrdog2@comcast.net
Web: www.dogfencetrencher.com

Spring Loaded Suspension Wire Feeder.
DMR exclusive spring loaded suspension wire
feeder. This superior design keeps the wire at the
bottom of the trench; regardless of the trenching
angle.

Multiple Cutting Blade Options.
The Hydro accommodates 16” cutting blade;
allowing for additional trench depth. Use any 14”16” cutting blade with a 1” arbor. Bi-directional
cutting blades provide the best results for use
with forward and reverse blade drive (i.e. Ugly
Blade I & II). Our Cutting Blades can fit any hole
pattern. Ask us for more information.

